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The performance of networks for indoor localization based on RF power measurements from active or passive devices is evaluated
in terms of the accuracy, complexity, and costs. In the active device case, the terminal to be located measures the power transmitted
by some devices inside its coverage area. To determine the terminal position in the area, power measurements are then compared
with the data stored in an RF map of the area. A network architecture for localization based on passive devices is presented. Its
operations are based on the measure of the power retransmitted from local devices interrogated by the terminal and on their
identities. Performance of the two schemes is compared in terms of the probability of localization error as a function of the
number (density) of active or passive devices. Analysis is carried out through simulation in a typical oﬃce-like environment whose
propagation characteristics have been characterized experimentally. Considerations obtained in this work can be easily adapted to
other scenarios. The procedure used for the analysis is general and can be easily extended to other situations.
Copyright © 2006 Hindawi Publishing Corporation. All rights reserved.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of indoor localization information is helpful
to improve existing communication services as well as to create novel and more appealing ones. Several localization techniques have been presented and discussed in the open literature [1–7]. Techniques in [3] focus on the extension of outdoor satellite systems such as the GPS (and in the very near
future Galileo) for indoor operations. They use indoor GPS
signal repeaters and high-sensitivity receivers for the position
calculation of fixed or nomadic devices. Results are very interesting but the real-time tracking of indoor mobile terminals in every location inside the building could be problematic.
Ultra-wideband-(UWB-) based communication networks currently under study [8, 9] also oﬀer indoor localization at, practically, no additional costs. In fact, due to the very
large bandwidth allocated to UWB signals, position information based on the time diﬀerence of arrival can be very accurate also for indoor environments. Even though UWB technology seems to be very promising, UWB-based localization
systems and algorithms are still under study [9] and their
performance could be compared with the results presented

in this paper that focus on other technologies and techniques
for indoor localization.
In order to improve existing communication services
with localization, it is necessary to integrate the communication and the localization networks at some protocol level.
In many cases, this integration is straightforward especially
when the existing wireless communication infrastructure can
be reused to include the localization feature with minor
protocol modifications. An example is given in [4] where
the received power of the signals transmitted by the access
points (APs) of the wireless local area network (WLAN) is
compared with those stored in the RF map of the area to
achieve localization. The main techniques for indoor localization based on the measurement of the received power at
the terminal provide the simplest and maybe the cheapest
approach to include the localization feature inside an existing
communication infrastructure. Implementation of positioning methods based on time-delay measurements is generally
more complex even though better position accuracy can be
achieved provided that (indoor) multipath eﬀects are adequately mitigated.
The generic localization procedure based on RF power
measurements can be divided into two phases:
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(1) the terminal measures the received power(s) of the signals transmitted by some devices used for localization;
(2) power samples are processed (somewhere) to estimate
the position of the terminal.

The data processing phase can be centralized or distributed.
In the first case, power data are retransmitted by the terminal
to a local server, while in the second case the terminal owns
all the required side information necessary to calculate position. The distributed approach may require the terminal to
store and to (continuously) update the side information such
as the location of the transmitting fixed points and so forth.
This may lead to an unnecessary complexity of the entire
system. In many cases, the centralized approach seems to be
preferable, see [2]. Several data processing techniques mostly
based on RF power measurements at the terminal have been
proposed in the literature [2, 6]. Typical implementations of
this techniques adopt (common) communication technologies such as IEEE 802.11 [10], Bluetooth [11], and so forth.
In general, the accuracy of position estimation depends on
the propagation characteristics of the specific environment,
on the number of transmitting devices, and on the resolution of the RF-radio map. In general, it can be observed that
the accuracy of localization information greatly suﬀers for
the presence of fading due to obstacles. As an example, in
an oﬃce with moving persons, doors (closed or opened), the
environment characteristics rapidly change and this can lead
to a significant departure of the instantaneous powers measured by the terminal from those stored in the radio map. Another relevant factor influencing the position estimate is the
power measurement accuracy guaranteed by the hardware
inside the terminal to be located. In this paper, we present
a statistical characterization of power measurement errors
based on experimental data and we show that these inaccuracies may turn out in (severe) localization errors. The performance of these techniques can be slightly improved with the
use of motion prediction and estimation based on Viterbilike algorithms or Kalman filters and so forth [6]. However
in all cases, the precision of the estimated position is always
related to the resolution of the radio map.
Until now, the attention was focused on localization techniques based on active devices transmitting beacon-like signals. In this paper, we present a novel localization system
based on passive devices of the RFiD type and we show that
very good localization performance can be obtained with respect to the active case. The architecture of the proposed
passive localization system is shown in Figure 1. The system
comprises several passive devices scattered in the service area.
The terminal to be located sends a signal in broadcast to interrogate the passive devices. The power transmitted by the
interrogator is selected so that only the passive devices in the
close proximity of the terminal respond to the interrogation.
The identities of the answering passive devices and, possibly, the corresponding received powers are recorded by the
terminal and are sent to a central server that processes the
data in order to estimate the position of the terminal. The
identities of the devices are used to restrict the area where
terminal is located while the information on the measured
power can be used to refine the position calculation. With

Passive device

d1

d2

Terminal

Central server
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Figure 1: Architecture of the considered passive localization system.

high probability, only devices in line of sight (LOS) will respond to the interrogation so that the free-space propagation
model can be used to relate the received power level to the
distance di , i = 0, 1, . . ., (see Figure 1) between the terminal
and the ith passive device.
The performance of the localization techniques based on
passive devices mainly depends on their density that, due to
the low cost of passive devices (simple labels), can be very
high. Once passive devices have been placed in the area and
their positions and identities have been registered to the local central server, no further maintenance of the system is
required.1 In a passive system, the selection of the multipleaccess strategy required to avoid collision among the signals
reaching the terminal is another important aspect for system
design. Some techniques have been presented in [12] but it
is out of the scope of the paper to discuss them and we assume that collision resolution is ensured. One simple and effective method based on time backoﬀ is briefly described in
Section 4.
To analyze the performances of the considered active and
passive localization techniques, we introduce the probability
of localization error P p as a function of the number/density
of devices used for localization. In the active case, we define
the P p as the probability that the measured position is outside a circle of radius 1.5 d, where d is the step of the regular
grid of points representing the RF map of the area. The circle
is centered in the actual terminal position. In the passive case,
the P p is defined as the probability that the distance between
the estimated position and the actual position is greater than
1 m. Results on P p are obtained through simulation in a realistic oﬃce environment and accounting for power measurement errors due to the hardware characteristics of the terminal. The measurement errors are characterized in terms
of an additive Gaussian noise (in dB) to be added to the average power value. In order to analyze the performance in
the active case, we use an extended multiwall propagation
model that was developed on the basis of experimental measurements obtained during a campaign conducted within the
University of Rome “Tor Vergata,” see [13].
1

Except for the normal routine including the identification and substitution of faulty devices.
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Table 1: List and the meaning of the multiwall model parameters.
Mw model parameter

Meaning

lc = 47.4

Constant factor (dB)

l1 = 3.8

Attenuation due to light wall (dB):

l2 = 3.9

Attenuation due to medium wall (dB):

l3 = 5.7

Attenuation due to heavy wall (dB):

l4 = 12.4

Attenuation due to external building

ld = 1.4

Attenuation due to normal door (dB)

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the considered scenario; the
asterisks indicate the position of the active devices; area is 33.7 ×
20 m2 .

l f d = 10.2

Attenuation due to fireproof door (dB)

10γ = 23.2

Propagation exponent

It is shown that with an increase in the number of active
devices, a P p decreases, but due to power measurement noise
and quantization eﬀects, it cannot be reduced below a limiting value. The dependence of the P p on the density of passive
devices in the area is studied. We show that the increase in
the number of passive devices can be helpful to reduce the P p
even in the presence of power measurement errors. In fact,
when the number of passive devices responding to the interrogation is relatively large (4 or more), relatively accurate
localization can be achieved only using the identities of the
responding devices. In fact, this information can be used by
the server to determine the terminal uncertainty area defined
as the intersection of the coverage areas of the responding
devices.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we illustrate the realistic oﬃce-like scenario considered in the paper.
In Sections 3 and in 4 we analyze the limiting performance
of the active and passive localization techniques, respectively.
Finally in Section 5, conclusions are drawn.

campaign within the oﬃce buildings of the University of
Rome “Tor Vergata.” It is based on generalization of the classical one slope loss model including an additional attenuation term due to losses introduced by the walls and floors
encountered by the direct path between the transmitter and
the receiver, that is,
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L(d) = LOS (d) + Mw (dB),

(1)

LOS (d) = 10γ log10 (d) + l0 , (dB)

(2)

where LOS (d) is

and γ is the path loss exponent, d is the direct transmitterreceiver distance in m, and l0 is the minimum coupling loss.
The Mw in (1) is the multiwall component that, for our purposes, is expressed as
Mw = lc +

I

i=1

2.

kwi li +

Nd

n=1

Nfd

χn ld +



λn l f d (dB),

(3)

n=1

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

The topology of the considered oﬃce scenario is depicted in
Figure 2. The environment is characterized by small rooms
aligned along two parallel corridors. Oﬃces are accessed
through fireproof doors. Small/medium-size walls are dominant in this kind of environment.
2.1. Multiwall channel model
Due to the small number of transmitting devices in the area,
in general it is not possible to apply simple propagation models, such as free space, to relate the received power to distance.
For this reason, we need to consider more complex propagation models accounting for the geometry of the environment.
In this paper we consider the multiwall path loss model
presented in [13] which accounts for propagation at 2.4 GHz.
It was obtained by the authors during an experimental

where lc is a constant, kwi is the number of penetrated walls
of type i, li is the attenuation due to the wall of type i,
i = 1, 2, . . . , I, Nd and N f d are the numbers of normal and
fireproof doors encountered by the direct path, and χn (λn )
are binary variables accounting for the status of the nth door
(nth fireproof door).2 The meaning of the parameters in (3)
is summarized in Table 1. The constant lc in (3) includes the
constant l0 in (2). The main advantages of using a multiwall
model lies in its simplicity as compared to other techniques
and in the possibility to calculate losses accounting for some
physical characteristics of the propagation environment (e.g.,
the thickness of the walls traversed by the direct electromagnetic path). In addition, our model also includes the (nonnegligible) loss introduced by fireproof doors in accordance
2

Open: χn = 0 (λn = 0), closed: χn = 1 (λn = 1).
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to their status [13]. Limitations of the multiwall models as
compared to more complex ray-tracing techniques have been
analyzed in the current literature [14].

3.

Received power (dBm)

The understanding of the power measurement errors due to
the hardware in the terminal is important especially when
the propagation map of the area (see the next section) is
created on the basis of experimental data. To obtain power
measurements, we used a portable device equipped with a
standard IEEE 802.11 adapter. In order to characterize the
power measurement accuracy of the adapter, we considered
some commercial devices provided by diﬀerent manufacturers. In Figure 3 we plot the average power measured by fixed
adapters receiving from an 802.11 AP under line-of-sight
(LOS) propagation conditions. Data have been collected considering diﬀerent communication channels. From data in
Figure 3, it can be observed that adapters by diﬀerent manufacturers provide diﬀerent values of the average received
power (up to 5 dB of variation) depending on the selected
communication channel. This fact has to be accounted for in
the creation of the RF map.
We also investigated the temporal coherence of the power
measurements. We fixed the position of the AP and of the
adapter in LOS conditions and we sampled the received signal power each two seconds for a time interval of four hours,
thus obtaining more than 7000 samples. It was observed
that power measurements are quantized and they can significantly fluctuate around their mean. This fact is shown in
Figure 4 where we plot the statistics of the received power of
the AP beacon for a fixed terminal adapter operating in LOS
propagation conditions. Power fluctuations are not negligible and a Gaussian statistics (in dB) with standard deviation
of σ ∼
= 2.5 dBm fits well to measurements. Power fluctuations
can influence the performance of the localization algorithms
based on the RF map which is commonly built using the average power values.
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Figure 3: Received average power on diﬀerent WLAN channels; AP
transmitter power of 17 dBm.
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LOCALIZATION BASED ON ACTIVE DEVICES

The positioning of the active devices in the area is a critical
issue for the performance of the localization network. In an
IEEE 802.11-based system, the access points (APs) can be positioned to achieve the best coverage, thus reducing the overlap among the coverage areas. Obviously, this could not be
optimal for localization where it is necessary to increase the
number of APs simultaneously seen by the terminal. In addition, in order to save the costs of the communication network, coverage should be obtained using a suitable planning
aiming at minimizing the number of the APs. In this case,
the terminal to be located could receive one or two APs at
maximum and, as shown in the following, this can impair
the performance of the localization algorithm.
To assess the eﬀectiveness of the active network for localization, in the following we evaluate the limiting performance of a localization technique based on the RF map of
the area. Performance is expressed in terms of the localization error probability P p . The considered technique operates
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2.2. Characterization of measurement noise
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Figure 4: Statistics of the average received power for a terminal
adapter.

as follows:
(1) the terminal acquires the identity of the transmitting
devices inside its coverage area, and for each one it
measures the corresponding received RF power;
(2) these data are transmitted to a central server to determine the position of the terminal.
3.1.

Position estimation

The position estimation algorithm is based on the RF map
of the area. The RF map is a database containing the power
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j = arg



min

i=1,...,Npoints


 
w − Wi 2 ,

(4)

where  · 2 is the quadratic vector norm. From (4), it can
be observed that when using the RF map, the minimum resolution in the position estimation is related to the grid step
(d). Expanding (4), the minimization problem is equivalent
to searching for the index j corresponding to the minimum
component of the vector




O = E − 2 WH w ,

(5)

where E = [E1 E2 · · · ENpoints ]T is a vector with components Ei = WH
i Wi ; W is an n × Npoints matrix with columns
equal to the RF map grid vectors Wi , i = 1, 2, . . . , Npoints .
3.2. Simulation results
The calculation of P p in a closed analytical form seems to
be a very diﬃcult task since it depends on several parameters such as the number of active devices turned on in the
area, their positions, the instantaneous propagation conditions (fast fading due to obstacles in the area), the accuracy
of the power measurement in the terminal, the accuracy of
the RF map, and on the topology of the area.
In order to evaluate the limiting performance of the localization algorithms based on the RF map in terms of P p , we
considered the following simulation scenario. A maximum
number NS = 21 of active devices have been positioned in
the area trying to avoid undesired clusterings. Their layout is
shown with the asterisks in Figure 2. The transmission power
of the single active device was set to wT = 20 dBm. In order
to evaluate P p under very general operating conditions, we
randomly locate the terminal in the area and for each position we evaluate the vector w containing the RF powers
wi received from the active device inside the coverage area
of the terminal. To account for realistic measurements, the
received powers calculated with the multiwall model in (1)
have been corrected by adding a zero-mean Gaussian error

80
70
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50
PP (%)

received by each AP for each point (xi , yi ) positioned over
a (regular) grid covering the entire service area. The RF
map data are organized in an array. Each row refers to the
powers received on the single grid point due to the active devices each one indexing one column of the array.
The identities of the devices help to select the columns of
the RF map to be used in the position calculation. Indicating with w = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) the vector of the measured power, it is compared with the stored power vectors
Wi = (Wi1 , Wi2 , . . . , Win ), i = 1, . . . , Npoints , where Npoints is
the number of grid points. The Wi contains the powers measured in the ith grid point due to the transmission of the n
selected active devices.
The point in the RF map resulting at minimum distance
from w is selected as the position estimate of the terminal.
From the work in [6], the Euclidean metric gives better results with respect to the other methods. In this case we assume that the terminal is positioned in the jth point in the
RF map grid, that is, (x j , y j ), such that
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Figure 5: P p as a function of the number of active devices in the
area.

with standard deviation σ = 2.5 dB and their values have
been quantized with a step of 1 dBm. The terminal receiver
sensitivity was set to S = −∞ dBm so that it is able to measure the power coming from every active device in the area.
The last assumptions is obviously unrealistic but it is helpful
to provide a lower bound on the localization system performance. In order to evaluate the best achievable performance,
no fast fading eﬀects were considered. For each terminal location, the position estimate was evaluated in accordance to the
algorithm described in the previous section. Several layouts
of the active devices have been considered. During simulation, the number of active devices used for localization was
varied from 2 up to NS . Indicating with NA the number of active devices (ADs) used for localization (NA = 2, 3, . . . , NS ),
for each NA diﬀerent layouts of the active devices were considered. They were obtained by randomly switching on and
oﬀ the NS available devices. Calculations were repeated for
several positions of the terminal in the area and considering
variable NA . For each NA , calculation of P p was repeated several times (5000) and considering diﬀerent layouts. The P p
was evaluated as the ratio of the number of times the estimated position was outside 1.5 d from the actual position of
the terminal and the total number of trials.
In Figure 5 we plot the average P p as a function of the
available devices in the area. The RF map grid step was set
to d = 2 m. In Figure 5 the maximum, the mean, and the
minimum values of the average P p have been indicated. The
large variations in the P p are due to the geometric arrangement of the active devices used for localization. In particular,
since the ADs participating in the localization are randomly
selected in each iteration, it was observed that the largest values of P p can be obtained when the ADs used for position
measurement result to be located along a straight line and
almost LOS conditions exist with the terminal. In this case
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It is interesting to observe that even increasing the number of active sensors in the area, the P p cannot decrease below
a threshold even in the best cases. This is due to noise and
quantization error in the power measurements influencing
the result of the comparison with the data in the RF map as
in (4). Data in the RF map have been obtained from simulation neglecting any noise eﬀect. This assumption is representative of a realistic situation since the measured powers, used
to create the RF map, are commonly obtained by averaging
them over a long time and using accurate instrumentation.
In Figure 6 we plot the mean P p as a function of NA when
power measurements are aﬀected by quantization error with
and without noise. When only quantization noise is considered, the performance lower bound is obtained.
The dependence of P p on the terminal receiver sensitivity is shown in Figure 7 where we plot the mean P p for
two diﬀerent values of S, for example, S = −90 dBm and
S = −110 dBm.
The improvement in the receiver sensitivity allows to
increase the number of active devices seen by the terminals, thus providing better localization performance. However when active devices are also used to provide communication services (such as the APs in the IEEE 802.11a,b network), the visibility of more than one active device from the
terminal to be located could lead to interference situations
that impair the normal operation of random access schemes
such as the carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA).
To analyze the performance of the localization algorithm
including memory and tracking of the terminal position, we
reimplemented the Viterbi-like technique in [7]. Results on
P p as a function of the number of active sensors in the area
are reported in Figure 8. To obtain the data in Figure 8, we
assumed that terminals moved along some predefined routes
in the oﬃce area. For each reference point in the route, we
evaluated the position with the algorithm in (4) and we
compared it with the exactposition of the terminal. From
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The goodness of one configuration of ADs with respect to another one for
localization could be appreciated looking, for example, at the minimum
distance among power vectors calculated for the same set of ADs to be
used for a terminal when it is located in a specific region of the service
area. If the minimum distance among these power vectors is zero or comparable to the power measurement error, localization in that region could
be problematic and possibly the ADs should be repositioned.
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Figure 6: P p as a function of the number of active sensors in the
area; noise and quantization error (continuous line); quantization
error alone (dashed line).
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Figure 7: P p as a function of the number of active sensors in the
area; S = −90 dBm and S = −110 dBm.

Figure 8, it can be observed that the improvement due to the
addition of the terminal tracking features is modest at the
expense of a greater complexity.
4.

3

40
30

P p (%)

due to the symmetric configuration, the same power vector may indicate diﬀerent points in the area. Another case
corresponding to large values for P p occurs when the ADs
are (randomly) concentrated within a relatively small area as
compared to the service area. In this case for several points in
the area, the diﬀerences among the power vectors are not so
marked, and due to measurement errors, localization errors
can occur. Better performance corresponding to the minimum values of P p in Figure 5 was obtained when no particular symmetries exist in the layout of the ADs and/or when the
ADs are suﬃciently sparsed in the area. When NA = NS = 21,
the three curves intersect since the layout of the devices is
unique.3

LOCALIZATION BASED ON PASSIVE DEVICES

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
localization network based on passive devices densely scattered in the area shown in Figure 2. The terminal sends an interrogation signal to the neighboring devices that respond to
the terminal providing their identities. In the simplest case,
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to avoid interference, the answers coming from passive devices can be delayed by a random backoﬀ time. In case of collision at the terminal receiver, interrogation can be repeated
until every response is correctly received. Other, and more
complicated, procedures to avoid or reduce collisions are illustrated in [12]. The terminal should also be able to measure
the received power wi of the ith responding device that can
be related to the device-terminal distance di by the equation
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wT (λ/4π)4 G2tx G2rx
wi =
,
di4 IL

(6)

20
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where λ = 0.125 m is the wavelength associated to the operating frequency (2.4 GHz), IL is the passive device insertion
loss, Gtx and Grx are the transmitting and receiving antenna
gains, and wT (W) is the transmitted power of the interrogating signal.
The central server estimates the terminal position on the
basis of the identities of the responding devices and the measured wi (see Figure 1). The identities of the responding devices allow to restrict the area where the terminal is located.
They can also be used to determine the uncertainty area obtained as the intersection of the coverage areas of the responding devices. The position estimate within the uncertainty area can be refined using the values of wi in (6). Inverting (6) with respect to di , a position estimate (x, y) of
the terminal can be obtained solving the (overdetermined)
nonlinear system of equations:
di2



= x − xi

2
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Figure 8: P p as a function of the number of active sensors in the
area; terminal, Viterbi-like tracking techniques have been included.
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+ y − yi ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr ,

(7)
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where (xi , yi ) are the coordinates of the Nr responding devices. The solution of the system in (7) was obtained using standard algorithms implemented in the fsolve routine of
Matlab.
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4.1. Simulation results
The passive devices used for localization have been positioned as depicted in Figure 9 where the coverage areas of a
reduced set of devices have been depicted. The arrangement
of RFID devices in Figure 9 is only for illustrative purposes.
The total number of RFID devices considered for simulation
is higher than that in Figure 9. It is further assumed that devices cannot reradiate through walls. Similarly to the active
case, in order to simulate diﬀerent densities, the number of
passive devices participating in the localization was varied
during simulation. In particular, we randomly “turned oﬀ ”
some of the devices participating in the localization in accordance to a uniform distribution.4 For each one of the selected
RFID densities, we repeated the turning-oﬀ procedure a large
4

0

This approach is useful to analyze the localization performance of networks where RFID devices have been positioned in the area without any
planning. Accurate planning would be useful to minimize the number of
RFID devices required to cover the entire area, to avoid coverage holes,
and so forth.
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Figure 9: Layout of a subset of the passive devices in the area and
illustration of their coverage area.

number of times (about 500), and for each configuration we
recalculated the position of the users moving in the area.5
For simulation purposes, the coverage radius of the passive devices is restricted to 1.5 m. To this aim, we assumed
that the power of the interrogation signal is wT = 20 dBm
and the sensitivity of the terminal receiver was set to
−90 dBm, Gtx = Grx = 0 dB (omnidirectional antennas) and
insertion loss IL = 20 dB. When the maximum value of di is
below 1.5 m, the free-space propagation model applies. The
terminal to be located was randomly positioned in the area
5

As a final remark, it should be observed that the considered statistical approach allows to account for graceful performance degradation due to
RFID density reduction caused by (possible) random failures of the RFID
devices in the network.
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in accordance to a uniform spatial distribution. Finally, the
power measured by the terminal receiver for each responding
device was aﬀected by a zero-mean Gaussian random noise
with standard deviation σ = 2.5 dBm. Quantization of the
measured power was also considered in the simulation.
In Figure 10 we plot the average P p as a function of the
density of passive devices. Two diﬀerent values for the tolerable estimation error, 0.5 m and 1 m, have been considered.
The average of P p is obtained with respect to the positions
of the terminal to be located. As expected, the P p decreases
with the density of devices. The largest values of P p are obtained when the number of responding passive devices is 0 or
1. In the first case (0 passive device responding), position calculation cannot be performed. In the second case (1 passive
device responding), the terminal can be located on a circle at
distance di from the passive device. In both cases, we assume
that position cannot be correctly estimated and a localization
error always occurs. When the number of responding devices
is 2, two points represent the solution of the nonlinear system of equations in (7). In this case, the terminal position
is randomly selected with equal probability between the two
available.
In Figure 11 we plot the probability that the number of
answering devices is equal to 0, 1 or 2 or 3 or above 3 as a
function of the density of the passive devices. As expected,
the percentages of having 0 or 1 answering device decreases
with the density and so does P p .
Introducing the position error as the distance between
the estimated point and the actual position of the terminal in the area, in Figure 12 we plot the average position
estimation error as a function of the density of the passive devices. Data corresponding to 0 and 1 responding devices have
not been included in Figure 12. In general, it can be observed

Figure 11: Number of passive devices responding to the terminal
interrogation.

0.5
Average position estimation error (m)

Figure 10: P p as a function of the density of the passive devices.
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Figure 12: Position error as a function of the density of passive devices; power data available.

that when the number of responding devices is lower than 3,
the position error increases. This fact is shown in Figure 11
where it can be observed that for small densities, the percentage of times we have 2 responding devices is higher. From
the results in Figure 12, it can be further observed that even
when the number of responding devices is greater than 1,
the position estimation error remains within tolerable limits even for relatively small densities of the devices in the
area. This is due to the small coverage area that allows to
restrict the area where the terminal can be located. When
the density of the RFID devices is suﬃciently large (e.g., 2.78
devices/ m2 ), good accuracies in the position calculation can
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also be obtained using only the identities of the responding
RFID devices. In this case, the server identifies the uncertainty area UA associated to the terminal, and in the simplest
case associates the user position with one point inside UA . In
Table 2 we show the average extension of UA as a function of
the number of RFID responding devices, Nresp . In the same
table we also indicate the average of the error between the
estimated position obtained from solving (7) and the true
position. When power data are not available, position error
is calculated with respect to the center of UA that was also
assumed as the estimate of the user position. As expected,
in both cases, the average dimensions of the uncertainty areas decrease with the number of answering devices and accurate localization can be obtained when 3 or more RFID
devices respond. The availability of uncertainty area allows
to discard possible wrong solutions obtained from (7) due to
noise in the measurement power and/or to possible geometrical RFID arrangements that can render the system in (7)
ill-conditioned. In this case the server discards the solution
obtained in (7) and defines the terminal position as the center of the uncertainty area, UA . However, when power data
can be safely used, the measurement error can be greatly reduced (see the fourth column in Table 2).6 Before concluding this section, we briefly discuss the power energy required
by the interrogator to ping the RFID devices. Due to the
actual market unavailability of 2, 4 GHz RFID devices and
of the corresponding interrogators, the power-energy consumption of the interrogator can be estimated assuming that
the hardware used to build is based on the technology used
for IEEE 802.11b products. As an illustrative example, we
consider the power consumptions of the Cisco Aironet PCMCIA cards indicated in [15]. In order to transmit an RF power
of 100 mW, the overall power consumption is 2.25 W for a
transmission speed of 1 Mb/s. During reception, the power
consumed by the device is 1.35 W for receiver processing. Finally Cisco also declares a consumption of 0.075 W in sleep
mode. Using the previous data, it is possible to obtain the average energy required to transmit one bit at 1 Mb/s, that is,
Eb = 2.25/106 = 2.25 μJ/bit. If the energy packet required to
activate the RFID has an equivalent duration of 40 bits, the
energy to be transmitted is E = l · Eb = 90 μJ. Indicating
with l the number of bits retransmitted by the RFID tag, the
energy required in the receiver for processing is l · 1.35/106 .
Assuming for example that l = 40, we obtain an energy
consumption of 54 μJ that should be added to the required
transmitted energy.7 To calculate the total energy consumption required to process data obtained from tags, we need to
consider the number of responding tags that can range from
1 up to 4. In this case, the energy for the interrogation can
vary from 90 + 54 = 144 μJ up to 90 + 4 · 54 = 306 μJ.
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Table 2: Average extension of the uncertainty area and average distance error with and without power data.
Number of
answering
RFIDs

Mean of
UA (m2 )

Average position
error without
power data (m)

Average position
error with
power data (m)

1
2
3
4

3.5269
1.5854
0.7540
0.4583

1.1452
0.7423
0.5465
0.2933

0.6552
0.5467
0.2485
0.1223

Furthermore, from our simulations, the average number of
responding tags in the area was 2.45 so that the average energy consumption is 90 + 2.45 · 54 = 222.3 μJ. Note that
previous energy calculations assumed that RFID passive devices had a low sensitivity level, that is, they can respond even
when the power at their input is very small (e.g., −24 dBm in
our case). This corresponds to a realistic future technological objective since semiconductor techniques are rapidly advancing to reduce the RFID sensitivity towards tens of μ W,
see [16]. If we assume −10 dBm [17] as a realistic value of the
RFID sensitivity, applying the link budget formula in (6) for
a interrogator-RFID maximum distance of 1.5 m, we obtain
a required transmitter RF power of about 2.3 W (in line with
the data in the current literature [18]) which corresponds to
an overall power consumption of about 11.5 W.
Previous energy calculations can be used in the planning
of the RFID network in order to set the polling frequency
of interrogation in order to optimize the battery duration.
Polling frequency should be adaptive, that is, when the server
system senses that the user remains fixed in one position for
a relatively long time, polling frequency should be drastically
reduced.
A final observation should concern the operating frequency of the interrogator. We assumed that interrogator
operates in the same frequency band of the WLAN (e.g.,
2.4 GHz) which is used to convey data to the central server.
In this case, the WLAN packets transmitted by the terminals
or by the access point can activate the RFID devices. RFID
responses can create background interference noise on the
received WLAN packet. This could be easily avoided if the
operation frequency of the RFID devices is diﬀerent from
that of WLAN. Many RFID devices exist on the market having operating frequency well below the 2.4 GHz. However,
the adoption of RFID devices that can be activated on the
WLAN band should not be discarded a priori especially if
RFID could respond to interrogation on a frequency outside
the WLAN band. In this case, interrogation would be at no
additional energy costs since it is generated by normal packet
transmission.

6

During simulations, we observed that because of power measurement
errors and quantization, when the number of responding devices was
greater than 3, the Matlab fsolve subroutine sometimes provided unreliable results. These results were discarded in calculating the last term in
column 4 of Table 2.
7 We implicitly assumed that the processing of the l-bits returned from the
RFID should follow the same processing of a WLAN packet. This could
be not true for the interrogator.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the performance of networks used for localization in terms of the probability of localization error. Solutions based on active and passive devices were considered.
A novel and practically realizable network architecture for
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localization based on passive RFID devices has been presented. Results have been obtained by simulation considering
a realistic oﬃce environment and multiwall propagation in
the active device case. From the results obtained in this paper,
the probability of localization error in the active case is larger
than that obtained in the passive case (see Figures 5 and 10).
In addition, even when active or passive devices are well positioned in the area, the probability of localization error cannot
decrease below an irreducible value. This is due to noise and
power measurement errors which, in the active case, greatly
influence the extraction of the position information starting
from the data in the RF map. The proposed solution based
on passive devices seems to be preferable with respect to the
active one. This is due to the possibility of increasing the density of passive devices to be used for localization at relatively
low cost. The corresponding increase in the number of active
devices would lead to very high costs in the active localization system in terms of maintenance (periodical change of
the batteries) or installation (necessity to connect some or
all the devices to a powerline). Finally, it has been observed
that position estimation in the passive case can be obtained
simply starting from a coarse estimation based only on the
uncertainty area and can be possibly refined using the measure of the powers received by the responding RFID devices.
When the number of responding devices is relatively large,
the accuracy of the coarse estimation is acceptable as it is also
shown in Table 2.
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